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Courtyard buildings are widely distribute over our country, but
they are greatly different from one another in style, withstand
changeable enviroment and culture, marked by a strong tendency of the
local special features. The brilliant commerical culture created by
Shanxi merchants, is carried by series of residential and commercial
buildings. The Ancient City of Ping Yao, as the birthplace of Chinese
Piaohao, contraled half of the banking in ancient China at its best.
This magnificent sight, not just exited in history textbooks, but
also marked in the courtyard buildings of Shanxi merchants in Pin Yao.
I join the residential building and the commercial building into
a unified conception，the courtyard building, in the Ancient City of
Ping Yao. And analyse its local special features in greater detail,
from enviromental and cultural background, the site plan and layout,
the spatial configuration, the architectural ornaments, and the
architectural techniques.
The article altogether is divided into five parts:
Part one, the introduction. It mainly introduces the correlation
background material, to be clear about the paper object of study, the
research technique as well as the research significance, and has
given paper main body frame.
Part two, the theoretical analysis. It is the main body of the
paper, consisting of Chapter Two, Chapter Three and Chapter Four,
range dimension in descending order and content from shallow to deep.
Chapter Two suggests the environmental and cultural background of
Central Shanxi, and generation type of settlement. Chapter Three
studys the local special features of the Ancient City of Ping Yao.













and components of courtyard buildings in the Ancient City of Ping Yao.
Secondly, it states its local special features from the site plan
and layout, the spatial configuration, the architectural ornaments,
and the architectural techniques. Finally, it shows causes of the
local special features.
Part three, the epilogue. It contains the continuation and
development of the local special features of the courtyard buildings
in the Ancient City of Ping Yao, and reasonable conceives in
preservation and exploitation of the place of historic interest.
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